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Adie held his small water bottle and gulped I a mouthful of water before he started talking non-stop, "If Abby acknowledges 

another man as Daddy, I'll be the first to oppose it, but Mr. Q is different. He's awesome, and very patient with us. I asked him 

to cook nice food for us, and he took my word and improved his cooking skills... Do you know what's the most important 

thing?" 

 

"I don't know. I just know that he's not a good guy, and I don't know how he fooled you guys!" Renee was speechless. She 

did not know how Mr. Q, who was a villain with such a bad reputation, could make those two children so obedient towards 

him. 

 

Her two children were no naive fools. They were quite witty, so ordinary people usually had no way of winning them over. 

 
"The most important thing is that I heard that he’s our Bad Daddy's sworn enemy. I think if you and Q work together, Bad 

Daddy will be ruined. He can no longer harm you!" 

 

"Why, you..." Renee opened her mouth slightly, and her anger quickly faded. She did not expect to see Adie think about all this 

at such a young age. 

 

To her surprise, Adie hated Stefan vehemently, and his disgust for Stefan was much more 

than hers. Adie probably read a lot of tabloids. If not, he would not have hated his biological 

father to this extent. 

Renee tried to calm Adie down. "Adie, listen to me. Your Daddy isn't so bad. The reason I separated from him was..." 

"Mommy, are you feeling sorry for him? That won't do!" 

Adie raised his chin and told his mother sternly, "Since he's a bad guy, we should be brave and defeat him. If not, he'll hurt 

us one day. He bullied you in the past, and if your heart softens now, you'll get bullied by him again. I can't let this kind of 

thing happen." 

 

"Umm..." Renee was struck speechless because she felt that Adie was right. She never expected that her thoughts and 

foresight were not as good as her son's. 

 

"You're right. I should reflect on myself. I was too kind to the villain back then. I should learn from my mistake and not repeat 
it." 

 
"That's good! That's my cool Mommy. Don't be a fool in love!" Adie stroked her head as if he was touching a pet. He was full of 

adoration for her. 

 

Suddenly, Abby whispered, "Is our Bad Daddy so bad? I've never seen him before. Can I see 

him?” "Of course not!" Both Renee and Adie spoke up at the same time. 

Adie looked very agitated, as if his dear sister would soon be kidnapped by Bad Daddy. He hurriedly said, "Abby, not only did 

our Bad Daddy hurt Mommy, but he has a strange habit - he likes to eat beautiful girls. Don't go near him, or you'll get eaten 

by him one day!" 

 

Renee hesitated, then nodded and echoed Adie's words. "That's right. Your brother isn't lying. I know that your Bad Daddy 

does have a hobby of eating kids. You have to stay far away from him, okay?" 

 

Abby's eyes widened fearfully and she replied obediently, "Okay. I'll run far away if I see Bad Daddy!" 
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After Renee drove her two children to kindergarten, she turned the car around and drove towards the headquarters of Azure 

Group. 

 

Azure Group was located in the CBD core area of Beach City, and it was only one street away from H Group. However, Azure 

Group's scope was much smaller than H Group's. 

 

The most obvious difference was the office areas of the two groups. Azure Group had only two levels as office areas while H 

Group had a whole building to themselves. 

Renee took the elevator to Azure Group, which was on the twenty-eighth floor of the office building. 

 
The developer rented that office building out, so there were a lot of companies like Azure Group in the building. 

 
In the past, Renee was the woman behind the scenes for Azure Group. Most of the time, she worked away from the office, and rarely 

went to the building. 

 

It was the morning peak hour when she went to take the elevator that day, so the line was very long. 

 
Renee put on a mask and a pair of sunglasses. Even so, her figure and temperament were too outstanding, so she attracted a lot 

of attention. 

 

The two women in front of her had no makeup on and were wearing simple clothes. Carrying lunchboxes, they were gossiping 

excitedly. 

 

' Hey, did you hear? The president of Azure Group on the twenty-eighth floor, Liam, resigned from his post. He won't come here 

again from now on..." 

 

"Really? Did Mr. Osborne leave?" The woman appeared melancholic. "I've had a crush on him for such a long time. I always came 

to work half an hour earlier just to see him in the elevator. If he's no longer here, I feel like resigning!" 

 

"Stop being an idiot! He has his first love. I heard that he established Azure Group for her. Now not only did he transfer all his 

shares to her, but he even asked his sister to do the same. Currently, Azure Group belongs to his first love. We're all women, but look 

at her scheme. She's so good at scheming!" 

 

As she stood behind them, Renee became quite confused. 

 
Liam transferred all his shares to her, and he even asked his sister to do the same. That was too crazy. Would Laura let her off the 

hook given how much she hated her? 

 

Tsk! It seemed like Renee had to deal with the trouble. 

 
That woman continued, "Is his first love you talked about the ex-wife of the president of H Group?" 

 
"Of course, it's her! Mr. Osborne might look like a playboy, but he gave all his love to that woman. She's really lucky!" 

 
The woman frowned unhappily as she said, "That's impossible. There must be some misunderstanding. Mr. Osborne is so 

exceptional, so why does he want a divorcee? That woman must have used some cunning tricks to get Mr. Osborne. If I see her, I'll 

scold her. She doesn't deserve Mr. Osborne at all." 

 

"Pfft!" Renee couldn't stop herself from chuckling. 

 
Hmph! As expected, women were the most likely people to discriminate against other women. "Why 

are you laughing?" The two women turned around and glared at Renee fiercely. 

"I’m laughing at how foolish, gossipy, and egotistical you two are." Each word Renee used was sharp and rude. 
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"Who... Who are you? Why did you eavesdrop on our conversation? What does our conversation have to do with you?" 

 
"At first, I had no interest in listening to your gossip, but it so happens that the person you're gossiping about is me. Well, I'll have to 

reason with you guys if that's the case..." 

 

Renee slowly took off her sunglasses and mask, revealing a devastatingly gorgeous face. The surrounding people gasped in shock. 
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Renee appeared calm when she said to the two women, "Well, it’s true that I had a divorce, but I don't think that I'm 

inferior to others because of it. Everyone has the right to choose their happiness; I just chose a way that made me happy. 

What's more... Ladies, can you guarantee that you'll never get a divorce? When you're putting me down, did it ever occur 

to you that you may face the same situation one day? I'm afraid you'll be much more miserable than me if it happens." 

"Why, you..." The two women were furious, but couldn't argue. 

 
The surrounding people clapped enthusiastically at Renee's response, especially the married women who felt the same as 

her. Their hands soon became numb from clapping. 

 

"Good! You made a good point. Women should never look down on other women. We should unite to fight against those 

vulgar and crafty men instead of fighting against other women!" A woman with black glasses added on eagerly. 

Renee glanced at the woman and nodded approvingly. Women like her would surely be respected at the workplace. 

 
When Renee saw that the elevator had arrived, she raised her chin and straightened her back, walking into the elevator like 

a queen. 

 

No one dared to follow her except the woman in black glasses. She followed Renee into the elevator bravely. 

"Which floor are you going to?" Renee asked her. 

"Twenty-eighth floor. Thank you." The woman smiled sweetly and thanked Renee 

politely. "Oh, you're my colleague." Renee raised her brows and smiled at her. 

The woman smoothed her hair and smiled, saying, "Not yet. I’m here for an interview, but I'm confident that I’ll get the offer." 

"Confident women are the best! Go for it!" Renee encouraged the woman. 

They then stepped out of the elevator. As soon as Renee stepped out of the elevator, she bumped into Laura, who was trying 

to make a scene. 

When Laura saw Renee, she looked like a fierce beast that had just spotted its prey. "I've been waiting here for three days, 

and you finally showed up. How are we going to resolve this issue?" 

 

Renee appeared very calm and said, "Are you referring to the fact that your shares of Azure Group were forcefully 

transferred to me?" 

"That's right!" Laura smacked the table and said angrily, "It's fine if my stupid brother acted foolishly, but he dragged me 

down with him! I spent money to buy these shares back then. Why should I give them up just because he asked me to? He 

can't bully me like this! If you don't return my shares to me today, I won't let you live in peace. I'll take you down with me!" 

 

Renee rubbed her aching temples, then said icily, "Come to my office to talk it over. Aren't you embarrassed for making a 

scene?" 

"Fine, let's talk. I want to see what will come out of it!" Laura followed Renee into her office. 

 
The employees immediately gathered and started gossiping noisily. "Oh, it's over. Our company is over. Both Mr. Osborne's 

and Miss Osborne's power has been snatched. This company is controlled by an outsider now, and it'll be ruined sooner or 

later. Let's hurry up and think of a way to leave! 
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Renee was sitting on a leather chair in the chairman's office. She had a powerful aura and a composed expression. She 

looked at Laura, who was sitting across from her, and got straight to the point. "You waited for me for so many days here, so 

what is it you want?' 

 

"Isn't it obvious? I want my shares back," Laura scoffed bluntly. 

 
Renee shrugged. "I'm fine with it. I'll transfer your shares back to you..." 

 
"No, you don't understand." Laura adjusted her glasses slightly, her gaze cunning. "Both you and I know what a bad situation 

Azure Group is in. I don't want shares -1 want you to convert my shares into cash for me." 

 

Renee smirked and sipped her coffee before saying, "Miss Osborne, your thought process is rather amusing. I really don't 

understand... What kind of bad situation is Azure Group in? Why do you want to get cash and run away?" 

"What do you think?" Laura said disdainfully, "It's still acceptable if Azure Group suffered losses all year round, but you 

persisted in building research and production centers. It'll only burden Azure Group... What's more, you even offended 

Stefan, the president of H Group. How are you going to survive? Even my idiot brother knew he should run away!" 

 

Renee didn't get angry, she just nodded and said, "You're right. It's an unavoidable problem for Azure Group." 

 
Laura smirked as she said, "I heard that you got a sum of money and helped my dumb brother repay all the debt he owed 

the bank. It seems you're capable, so you should be able to give me my money too. Clearly, you can get billions, so it'll be very 

easy to get such a small amount of money for me." 

However, Renee sneered and said, "You're the third largest shareholder of Azure Group, and you transferred 21% of the 

shares to me. How much do you want me to pay you?" 

"I invested 100 million in this company that year, and this company has run for more than four years. I won't make use of your 

misfortune given that we've worked hard together for so many years. Just double it based on the growth rate every year and 

convert the shares to 520 million for me!" 

Renee burst out laughing, then retorted sharply, 'Miss Osborne, you're asking for an exorbitant price. It's natural to win or lose 

in investment. You claimed that Azure Group has suffered losses all year round for the past few years, but you want me to 

refund you capital based on those years. Who is being stupid now?" 

"I don't care. I already transferred the shares to you, so you must convert them to 520 million for me. If not, I'll come and make a 

scene every day, so this company will be ruined!" Laura did not want to care about her dignity when it came to money. She was 

running out of options. Firstly, her father forced her to transfer the shares to Renee, so she could never retrieve them. Secondly, 

the shares would make her suffer a great loss even if she did not transfer them to Renee given the current situation of Azure 

Group. At that point, she would have lost her capital. 

 

Thus, she might as well take the opportunity to get some money. After all, Renee was rather capable. She could get billions 

easily, so a few hundred million was surely not a big deal. 

"You can curse me for being shameless, but I'm out of options. My father values his son more than his daughters. He has 
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already let my brother lead the Osborne family. I don't have any say in Osborne Group, so I can only come to you to ask for 

compensation. After all, you're the reason this happened!" Laura snarled furiously. She had to fight for this, or else she would 

have nothing. 

After a brief pause, Renee sighed and said rather helplessly, "You're right - it is because of me. You're more or less innocent in 

all this, so I'll give you two options..." 

 

"Two options?" 

 
"The first option is to stay in Azure Group. I promise to give you not less than 21% of the shares and a year-end bonus. The 

second choice is I'll pay you 520 million, but you must sign a formal contract to give up the shares on your own willingly. Then, 

you'll have nothing to do with Azure Group if it rises or falls in the future." 
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Laura replied immediately, "Isn't it obvious? Of course, I'll pick the 520 million. Azure Group is going to be ruined, so 

which fool would stay? You don't even know if the company will survive until the end of the year, and yet you're talking 

about a year-end bonus. It'll be a blessing if the company doesn't go bankrupt by then!” Laura sneered mockingly. After 

all, she had worked hard for four years, but she saw no benefits. The competition between these companies was also 

getting stronger year by year, so it was very difficult to make a turnover. 

 

"Got it!" Renee raised her brows and said to Laura, ’Sign this contract then. I'll ask the finance department to transfer 

the money to you later." 

 

She pushed the contract to Laura as if she had expected her to choose that option. 

 
"I didn't expect you to be so agreeable." Laura quickly signed her name and stood up arrogantly. "I'm leaving, but... I 

believe that we’ll meet again soon." 

 

After she left the office, one of the company staff stood outside Renee's door hesitantly. 'Miss... Miss Everheart..." 

 

Renee looked up from the document and asked, ’What's the matter?" 

 
"Well, it's hard to explain. Please come out and see for yourself!" The staff looked very 

troubled. Renee shook her head and headed out of the office. 

She found that a group of employees had gathered and were repeatedly shouting, "We want 

compensation!" Renee gritted her teeth and snapped, "Keep quiet. What is this fuss all about?"  

"Miss Everheart is finally here!" The group's representative walked over to her and said, "Miss Everheart, we worked 

for Mr. Osborne and Miss Osborne in the past. We won't stay now that they've left, but they promised to give us shares 

and dividends. We still haven't received anything until now. Since you’re now the head of this company, I hope you can 

fulfil the conditions in the contract before we leave. If not, we'll go to the Bureau of Labor!"  

 

'It's all about money with them, isn't it?' Renee was silently seething. They were all heartless snobs. Azure Group was 

still running, but they were just trying to make things worse for the company. 

 

Renee lowered her head and calmed herself down before she said coldly," If you want to resign, go to the Human 

Resources department and let them know. I'll give you a one-month salary. As for those who were promised dividends 

by the previous boss, I'll calculate it based on the situation. 

 

However, do think this through - don’t come to me begging to return in the future." 

 
"It's a shabby company! It suffered losses for so many years, and it should have gone bankrupt long ago. Only a fool 

would want to come back!" 

 

They hurriedly went to the Human Resources department, and the crowd eventually disappeared. The only ones left 

were the women who did paperwork. 

Among them was the woman with black glasses who was waiting for Renee to interview her. "Miss Everheart, it's nice 

to meet you. Would you be willing to hire me?" 

 

Renee was surprised. She turned to the woman and asked, "Didn't you see the scene earlier? They're all eager to 

run away. Why do you want to do the opposite?" 
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The girl adjusted her glasses and looked at Renee sincerely, "In my opinion, I think Azure Group has a promising future. 

The company isn't very big or profitable yet, but the company’s vision is very inspiring. I heard Azure Group is 

planning to build its own production and R&D center. H Group is one of the few companies in Beach City that dares to 

do the same, so I think Azure Group will become a big company on par with H Group in the future. It's the right time for 

me to join now!" 

 

The young girl's statement made the senior employees laugh. 

 
The PR director put Renee on the spot as he told the girl, "Young lady, you're too naive. You don't know how terrible it is to 

follow the wrong boss. Our boss isn't a strong woman - she's just a miserable divorcee of a rich family. President 

Liam and Vice 

President Laura always supported her, but now they’ve abandoned ship. Don't you see why?" 

 
'They ran away due to their lack of vision. I believe in my choice and Miss Everheart's ability!’ The girl said firmly. Her 

choice was not affected by the employees who decided to abandon ship when the company was facing a tough time. 

 

The employees who resigned packed up and left. Azure Group had over a hundred employees previously, but only a 

dozen stayed. The few employees left stood around sparsely, looking a little sad. 

 

Kinsley Johns, the marketing director, raised his fist and made an ambitious vow, "Miss Everheart, we'll follow you no 

matter what the future holds. We'll serve you as long as we stay!" 

 

Renee was very touched. "Thank you. I won't let you down." 

 
Renee then shifted her gaze to the girl with black-framed glasses and asked gently, "What's your 

name?" "I'm Shelley Sandberg, Miss Everheart. You can call me Shell" 

"What position did you interview for?" 

 
"I interviewed to be assistant to the president." 

 
"Okay, you'll be my assistant from now on!" Renee patted the young girl on the shoulder, feeling optimistic about Shelley. 

She needed an assistant and had been worried about finding the right person, but Shelley seemed like the right 

person. No one else seemed more qualified and loyal than her. 

 

Renee was not dispirited by Laura and the other staffs departure. Instead, she was even more motivated to succeed. 
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Renee wanted to implement her plan to construct Azure Group's production and R&D centers as soon as possible. She 

worked on the project outline the whole day, and before she realized it, it was already dark. 

 

"Oh no, I forgot!" Renee looked at her watch. It was already past eight at night, which was way past the time to pick up 

her children. 

 

Fortunately, the reliable Margaret had picked up her children after school and sent her a picture. 

 
Renee sighed. Since she was already late, she might as well work a little longer to finish the project outline. 

 
Another two hours went by quickly. Soon, it was ten at night. In the entire building, only the floor Azure Group was on 

remained lit. 

"Knock knock!" Assistant Shelley knocked on the office door and asked softly, "Miss Everheart, it's ten o'clock. I've 

prepared supper for you and made coffee. Is there anything else I can do for you?" "No. It's your first day, so you 

shouldn't have stayed with me after work. Just pack up and go home. Thank you for your hard work," Renee said 

to Shelly without looking up and tapped away at her keyboard. 
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"I should head home. I’m a bit worried about my cat. My cat was spayed not long ago, and I live alone. I want to head home 

and take care of her..." Shelley admitted. 

 

' Understood. You should head home then, don't worry." Renee said reassuringly. 

 
Shelley walked away but turned around when she remembered something." Miss Everheart, when I took the elevator this 

afternoon, I heard about a pervert in this office building. Don't work too late, it might be unsafe." 

 

"Don't worry. If he comes to me, he'll get into trouble instead." Renee smirked. 

 
"You're beautiful, Miss Everheart, so you'd better be careful. We should stay far away from twisted men like these." Shelley 

looked at her boss worriedly. 

 

"Yes, I understand. I'll be careful." Renee looked up and smiled warmly at Shelley. Her concern was touching. 

 
After Shelley left, Renee was the only one still working overtime on that floor. All the lights in the office area were turned off, 

except for the ones in Renee's office. The floor seemed cold and dark. 

"It's finally done!" Renee stretched and breathed a sigh of relief. She got up, turned off the lights, and left her office. By the 

time she got into the elevator, her eyelids were getting heavy. 

 

The elevator moved smoothly and stopped on the sixth floor. Then, a man in a plaid shirt and black-framed glasses came in 

with a laptop bag. 

 

The man was shorter than Renee and had dark circles under his eyes. He had dull eyes, and looked like a programmer who 

had been tortured at work. 

 

Like Renee, he went straight to the basement parking lot on the first floor. 

 
The two did not speak the whole time. However, when they were about to reach the parking lot, the man suddenly turned to 

Renee and said anxiously, "E-Excuse me. Can I ask you for a favor?" 

 

"What?" Renee turned around and raised an eyebrow at the man. 

 
"I lost my phone. I need to call my family and tell them, or else they'll be anxious. Can you make a call for me?" The 

man seemed like an honest person. His face was red - perhaps he’d mustered a lot of courage to make this request. 

 

Renee thought it was a simple request, so she took out her cell phone and said, "Give me the phone number." 

"159,362..." The man said the number gently. 

The call quickly connected. A woman answered it and asked coldly, "Who's calling?" 

 
 

Renee then handed her phone to the man. 

 
The man approached Renee and took her phone carefully. He said to the phone, "Hey, dear. It's me. I worked late tonight, so 

I'll be home late. I borrowed a stranger's phone to call. I lost my phone..." 

 

"What? Your phone is missing? Didn't you just get a new one? Why are you wasting unnecessary money? Our cash flow will 

be tight again after paying the mortgage this month..." 

Renee listened to the woman's chatter and sighed. She was getting a little impatient, but didn't want to interrupt 

them. Soon, Renee started feeling drowsy. Her eyelids got heavier, and she felt weak... 

"Oh, yes. Dear, stop nagging me. I'm borrowing someone else's phone. I just wanted to let you know. Okay, I'm 

done..." Before the man could finish his sentence, Renee collapsed to the ground, her world fading to black. 
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Once Shelley got home, she realized she had left her keys at the company's workstation. She had no choice but to take a 

taxi back to Azure Group. 

 

When Shelley arrived at the office building, she spotted a dark gray sports car parked in the open parking lot of the 

building. "Wow! It's an Aston Martin One-77. Isn't this a limited edition? There are only three of these cars in the world. 

How come it's here?" 

 

Although the young lady seemed like a nerdy girl, she was rebellious at heart. Ever since she was a kid, she loved sports 

cars, rock music, and extreme sports. 

 

Shelley froze, her eyes glued to the car. She hurriedly took out her phone and took multiple photos of it, then realized the 

car's owner was still sitting inside the car. 

 

Shelley's cheeks turned red, and she quickly leaned down and apologized to the car owner. "So sorry for causing you 
trouble!’ 

 
As she turned to leave, the car owner suddenly rolled down his window, and said in a deep voice, Are you working for 

Azure Group?" 

 

"How did you know?" Shelley completely forgot about the employee tag she wore. She turned around and said 

enthusiastically, "I'm indeed an employee at Azure Group. It's my first day at work. I'm working as Miss Everheart's 

assistant..." 

 

Suddenly, Shelley's jaw dropped. She pointed at the man and asked hesitantly, "Y-You... It can't be... Are you Stefan 

Hunt, the president of H Group?! Mr. Hunt, I really admire you! I've always wanted to meet you, and I finally got to see 

you in person today!" 
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Stefan pursed his lips in irritation. "I'm not a movie star, so there's no need to exaggerate." 

 
"No, no, no! You're more dazzling than a movie star. There can be many new stars every day, but you're unique! You're 
perfect!" 

 
Shelley kept singing his praises, but then suddenly recalled something. Changing her tone, she said harshly, "Unfortunately, 

you were blind to let go of such a perfect woman like our boss. There must be something wrong with your brain." 

Admittedly, Shelley had admired Stefan before. However, she had been captivated by Renee's charm after spending a day 

with her. She would unconditionally side with her beautiful lady boss if she had to choose between Stefan and Renee! 

 

Stefan remained silent. He looked up at the twenty-fourth floor and smiled coldly. 

 
Shelley followed Stefan's gaze and looked up. She smiled cheekily, and looked at him with renewed interest. "Mr. Hunt, what 

are you doing here so late at night? Why did you park your sports car in front of our office building? Are you stalking Miss 

Everheart?" 

 
 
Instead of answering her question, Stefan asked, "Is she still working?" 

 
"You're waiting for Miss Everheart!’ Shelley was moved and asked tentatively, "Mr. Hunt, did you regret it? Are you 

planning to get your perfect ex-wife back?" 

 

Stefan ignored Shelley's teasing, and told her sternly, "If she's not done with work yet, call her and tell her to come down 

and meet me." 

 

Stefan had actually arrived an hour ago. Although Stefan and Renee's offices were a block apart, the buildings were facing 

each other. His floor was higher, but he could clearly see that the lights on Renee's floor were always on. 

 

Stefan had something to talk to Renee about regarding work, so he came early to wait for her. The lights on the twenty-

fourth floor were soon switched off, but, she never appeared. 

Stefan did not see Renee's car coming out of the parking lot either, which was a little strange. 
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Shelley had some of Renee's rebelliousness in her. She was uncooperative and rebuked Stefan. "Mr. Hunt, please be clear. 

I'm working as Miss Everheart's assistant, not yours. Why should I listen to you?" 

 

"If you want your boss to be safe, do as I say. If we delay, the situation might get worse." Stefan commanded. 

 
Shelley sensed the murderous aura in Stefan's eyes and quickly gave in. When she dialled Renee's number on her cell 

phone, she got an automated reply instead. "The number you dialed is temporarily unavailable.” 

 

"Why can't I get through? The signal in the building is excellent. Is Miss Everheart's phone out of battery?" Shelley found 

it a little odd. Miss Everheart would keep her phone charged if she was still in the office. Why would her phone be out 

of battery? Was she off work and on her way back home? 

 

"You're taking too long!" Stefan had lost his patience. He opened the door, stepped out of his sports car, and headed 

straight to the office lobby. 

 

Although she was confused, Shelley went after him. 

 
"Mr. Hunt, are you going to see Miss Everheart? I think she's probably home already. The lights are off on our floor." 

 
"She can't be home. Well, unless she can fly." Stefan was confident. He had been keeping an eye on Renee - there was 

no way she could have slipped past him. 

 

Shelley used her employee card to access the building. They entered the building and took the elevator straight to Azure 

Group which was located on the twenty-fourth floor. 

Stefan frowned as he looked around. "Is your company really this small? It is not even as big as the office area in H 
Group." 

 
Stefan scoffed, "A small workshop like this dares to compete with H Group. I really wonder if your boss is deliberately 

using this small company to get close to me and win back my heart." 

 

"Pfft!" Shelley burst out laughing. "Mr. Hunt, it must be a misunderstanding. Miss Everheart is focused on her career, and 

has no intention of getting close to you. You don't have to be so egotistical." 

"Hmph. She doesn't want to get close to me but chose to set up her company opposite my building. Look at her office - 

it's right opposite mine. It's so obvious that even a fool can see it." 

 

After taking a tour around Azure Group, Stefan went to Renee's office. He believed Renee wanted to attract his attention 

and looked around for evidence. 

 

A smile appeared on his face when he saw the telescope on her desk. "She even has a telescope. Whenever she's tired 

of working, she's probably stealing glances at me to motivate herself." 

 

Shelley was completely speechless. The president of H Group was supposed to be a man of few words... She did not 

expect Stefan to be such a narcissist! 

 

"Sorry, Mr. Hunt. As far as I know. Miss Everheart has a telescope because she likes astronomy. She wants to look at 

the stars, not you." 

"You don't have to explain. Everyone in Beach City knows she's obsessed with me. It's no secret..." Stefan took the 

telescope and sat in Renee's place. With the telescope, he could see H Group clearly as he looked across the street. 

Even if Renee had no intentions for him, she must have an agenda against H Group. 

 

However, Renee was not in her office, and he did not see her go out of the office building either. Where was she? 
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Shelley searched around but did not find Renee, so she figured Renee must have gone home. 

 
Shelley said to Stefan, who was still sitting in Renee's chair, "Mr. Hunt, Miss Everheart must have gone home. This is Azure 

Group's office, so I hope you remember your position as an outsider. You should leave now. I'm going to lock the door." 

Stefan rested his chin on his interlocked fingers, then said with a cold look in his eyes, "No, she's not home yet." 

If she had gone home, he would have seen her. 

"If she's not home, where else could she be?" Shelley gathered her courage and questioned Stefan, "Mr. Hunt, you insist on 

staying and wont leave. Are you trying to steal the company's secrets?" 

 

Stefan snorted in disdain. "This is such a small workshop. What secrets would this company have that are worth stealing?’ 

Shelley fought the urge to roll her eyes, and said awkwardly, "Right. H Group wouldn't have to steal information from Azure 

Group. Even if they did, it's unlikely for you to steal it yourself. So, why are you refusing to leave? Are you... worried about Miss 

Everheart?" 
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Stefan did not deny or admit it. 

 
Stefan's affection warmed Shelley's heart. She then suggested in a whisper, "Do you have her family's phone number? Why 

don't we call her family and ask if she went back? It's getting late. Even if you keep waiting here, it won't help!" 

"I've been divorced from her for so long, so how could I have her family's phone number? Besides, she's the only one left in her 

family. There's no one to contact." Stefan's tone was a little sad. 

 

When he thought about it, Renee had such a painful past, but she was still so optimistic and brave. She had been working hard 

alone all these years. It must have been hard for her, right? 

"Ah. I almost forgot about Miss Everheart's sad past. She married a heartless man like you after the downfall of her family. As a 

result, she got divorced at a young age. I think someone was gossiping about Miss Everheart this morning and looked down on 

her for being divorced.’ 

"Really?" Stefan's gaze instantly turned cold. 

 
"What do you think? Some women are like foul-mouthed bullies. They love making things difficult for other women." 

 
"Do you know who it was? I'll make them pay for saying such terrible things! " Stefan was angry to learn that others looked down 

on Renee because of her divorce. He felt responsible and wanted to take revenge for her! 

"I don't really know. A few young girls were gossiping. These days, there are plenty of people with no morals, and there are also 

many perverts around... I heard of some in our office building. The pervert will usually lurk around the entrance to the women's 

restroom and secretly film women...’ Shelley paused, feeling a little disgusted. Men could be such vile creatures. 

 

"Pervert?" Stefan frowned a little and asked, ’Was the pervert caught?" 

 
"Yes, but he was fired and got a small fine. Who knows if he went somewhere else to commit another crime..." Shelley suddenly 

thought of something and seemed nervous. "It can't be... Do you think the pervert kidnapped Miss Everheart?!" 

 

Stefan's expression was thunderous. "You should've told me this earlier! 

Call security at once -1 want to see the surveillance footage." 

The security guards of the office building were shocked to hear that Stefan wanted to check the surveillance. They did not even 

put on their uniforms neatly in their haste to get there. 

The guards took Stefan and Shelley up to the surveillance control room and turned on all the records for them to check. In the 

surveillance record, Renee appeared and got in the elevator at about half past ten at night. 

"Turn on the internal surveillance of elevator number two!" 


